Support your workers with simple, safe and automated payroll transfers

Labora provides a simple and digital payroll service to farmers enabling their Mexican seasonal workers to transfer remittances back home. A better solution for workers and farmers.

The payment process for the longstanding Seasonal Foreign Workers program in Canada has remained unchanged in the past 50 years and is ready for innovation. Labora’s electronic transfer payroll system modernizes the existing inefficient system and eliminates the bottlenecks involving transfer of funds.

Farm Owners

- **Save time and money** by doing payroll transfers with just one click and at no cost
- **Reduce administrative work** by accessing workers’ information in one place
- **Increase productivity** through a variety of online reporting solutions

Workers

- **Safe and convenient!** No need to travel to a physical bank
- **Online access** to T4, tax returns, remittances, CPP contributions, and Record of Employment
- **Streamline tax return submissions**

“Labora has provided our workers with an easy and cost-effective solution to transferring funds back home in order to support their families. They have worked with us to efficiently transfer funds from Cedar Rim to Labora as the first step in the process. They have been very valuable in explaining the information clearly to our workers in order that they understand the full benefits of what Labora can offer them.”

Amanda Bruce | General Manager, Cedar Rim Nursery, Langley, B.C

Connect With Labora Today

- [labora.ca](http://labora.ca)
- [@labora.ca](https://twitter.com/@labora.ca)
- [contact@labora.ca](mailto:contact@labora.ca)
- +1 236 868 5465
Labora’s mission is to enhance the Canadian agriculture ecosystem by helping farm owners securely and easily pay their agricultural workers and benefit from the streamlined money transfer process from Canada to Mexico. Further simplifying the administrative process, Labora assists workers by filing their tax returns and provides online services to farm owners and workers to keep their information secured and up to date at no cost.

Put Labora To Work For You

labora.ca  @laboraca  contact@labora.ca  +1 236 868 5465